Graded-Index Separate Confinement Heterostructure AlGaN Nanowires: Toward Ultraviolet Laser Diodes Implementation
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ABSTRACT: High-density dislocations in materials and poor electrical conductivity of p-type AlGaN layers constrain the performance of the ultraviolet light emitting diodes and lasers at shorter wavelengths. To address those technical challenges, we design, grow, and fabricate a novel nanowire structure adopting a graded-index separate confinement heterostructure (GRINSCH) in which the active region is sandwiched between two compositionally graded AlGaN layers, namely, a GRINSCH diode. Calculated electronic band diagram and carrier concentrations show an automatic formation of a p–n junction with electron and hole concentrations of $\sim 10^{18}/\text{cm}^3$ in the graded AlGaN layers without intentional doping. The transmission electron microscopy experiment confirms the composition variation in the axial direction of the graded AlGaN nanowires. Significantly lower turn-on voltage of 6.5 V (reduced by 2.5 V) and smaller series resistance of 16.7 $\Omega$ (reduced by nearly four times) are achieved in the GRINSCH diode, compared with the conventional p-i-n diode. Such an improvement in the electrical performance is mainly attributed to the effectiveness of polarization-induced n- and p-doping in the compositionally graded AlGaN layers. In consequence, the carrier transport and injection efficiency of the GRINSCH diode are greatly enhanced, which leads to a lower turn-on voltage, smaller series resistance, higher output power, and enhanced device efficiency. The calculated carrier distributions (both electrons and holes) across the active region show better carrier confinement in the GRINSCH diode. Thus, together with the large optical confinement, the GRINSCH diode could offer an unconventional path for the development of solid-state ultraviolet optoelectronic devices, mainly laser diodes of the future.
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The ultraviolet light emitting devices, for example, light emitting diodes (LEDs) and lasers, are critical in a variety of applications, including medical diagnostics, UV curing, optical non-line-of-sight communications, and water/air sterilization.1 Those devices, made of aluminum gallium nitride (AlGaN) semiconductors that possess large and tunable bandgap from 3.4 to 6.1 eV and are chemically robust, have a long lifetime, and are operationally stable, making them one of the top contenders to replace the current UV gas lasers and toxic, power consuming, and eco-unfriendly mercury-based UV lamps.1,2 As the operation wavelength requirements of the UV sources move toward shorter wavelengths, Al-rich AlGaN layers are indispensable in design and fabrication of the devices. However, Al-rich AlGaN layers suffer from a series of challenges in realizing highly crystalline material with efficient doping, which so far results in poor device performance characteristics.3 Deteriorated crystalline quality, resulting from the lattice-mismatched foreign substrate and short diffusion length of Al adatoms on a growing surface, is often observed.
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during the deposition of Al-rich AlGaN epitaxial layers. The generated crystalline defects (dislocations) result in high leakage currents and suppress the radiative recombination efficiency in the active region, which severely impact the device operation.\textsuperscript{4,5} Furthermore, high-conductivity p-type Al-rich AlGaN layers by Mg doping are difficult to obtain because of the low doping efficiency due to the high activation energy of the acceptor.\textsuperscript{67} Therefore, the threshold operating voltage and device series resistance of reported UV laser diodes are quite high. For instance, Yoshida et al. have demonstrated UV lasers at 336 and 342 nm, which are the shortest wavelengths of laser diodes with high output power (>1 mW) to date.\textsuperscript{68} However, the operating voltages for both laser diodes surpass 25 V in the lasing mode due to poor hole injection efficiency.

Many approaches have been attempted to improve the conductivity of the layers by utilizing Mg doping in Al$_{x}$Ga$_{1-x}$N/Al$_{x}$Ga$_{1-x}$N superlattices,\textsuperscript{10–15} Mg delta doping,\textsuperscript{14–16} and tunnel-junction injection of nonequilibrium holes.\textsuperscript{17,18} In particular, a high sheet carrier density at the interface of the Al$_{x}$Ga$_{1-x}$N/Al$_{x}$Ga$_{1-x}$N heterojunction was theoretically predicted and experimentally demonstrated.\textsuperscript{19} Two-dimensional (2D) electron or hole gas can be generated for high power transistor applications.\textsuperscript{19–21} Most importantly, polarization-induced three-dimensional (3D) electron and hole gases can be created by introducing a compositional AlGaN grading profile, instead of an abrupt AlGaN heterojunction.\textsuperscript{22–25} Such 3D free electrons and holes usually originate from donor- and acceptor-like impurities or defects via polarization-induced ionization process and have been implemented in AlGaN-based planar UV emitters\textsuperscript{26–28} without any intentional doping.\textsuperscript{28}

Compared to the AlGaN epitaxial thin-film layers, p-type AlGaN nanowires were recently found to have lower resistivity owing to more efficient Mg incorporation and lower activation energy which are caused by the reduced lattice strain imposed by surface dopants, compared to bulk dopants.\textsuperscript{29–31} This observation is consistent with earlier discoveries that semiconductor nanowires often have higher doping efficiency than thin-film layers, such as InN,\textsuperscript{32} Si, and Ge nanowires.\textsuperscript{33–37} Furthermore, due to the efficient strain relaxation associated with the large surface-to-volume ratio, nearly defect-free AlGaN nanowires can be grown directly on many substrates.\textsuperscript{38,39} Hence, the development of new UV sources made of AlGaN nanowires has been a field of high interest. In this context, polarization-induced doping together with the distinctly better electrical conductivity of p-type Al-rich AlGaN nanowires has been suggested to address the material challenges, for example, high-density dislocations and low p-doping efficiency in the AlGaN layers. However, only a few attempts have been made.\textsuperscript{40,41} In these efforts, nanowire structures were grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) under N-rich conditions, and the polarization-induced doping was realized by linearly grading the structure from GaN to AlN and then from AlN to GaN. However, such direct grading from GaN to AlN nanowires leads to polarization-induced hole doping due to the nature of N-polarity of the nanowires, forcing those nanowires to start with p-type on a p-type substrate (e.g., p-Si). The nanowire-based devices with such a “bottom p-type” structure raises several issues: (1) p-Si has a substantial valence band offset with p-GaN, resulting in poor hole injection into the active region of the device; (2) a memory effect of Mg dopant could deteriorate the performance of devices grown by both MBE and metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD); (3) p-type substrates have poor electrical performance than n-type. Furthermore, an amorphous insulating Si$_{3}$N$_{4}$ layer is often observed when nanowires were grown directly on Si\textsuperscript{42,43} increasing the interfacial resistance, thus, requiring a higher device operating voltage.

Here, we design, grow, and characterize AlGaN nanowires on metal-coated n-Si substrates in the form of graded-index separate confinement heterostructure (GRINSCH). A Ti/ TaN metal-bilayer is deposited on n-Si prior to the nanowire growth to avoid the formation of the insulating Si$_{3}$N$_{4}$ layer.\textsuperscript{44} The compositional gradient of Al content along the growth direction is carefully designed and controlled. For comparison, nanowires with a conventional p-i-n diode configuration are also prepared. Detailed optical and electrical studies of both structures are carried out. We demonstrate the superior performance of GRINSCH diodes compared to the conventional p-i-n counterparts. In the end, it is recognized that the GRINSCH diodes could offer a unique structure for the realization of efficient UV emitters and, most importantly, their potentials in the implementation of UV laser diode owing to a better carrier and optical confinement.

## EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

The nanowires studied in this work were grown by a Veeco GEN-930 plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy. Prior to the AlGaN nanowire growth, a ∼20 nm TaN diffusion barrier was deposited on a (100) n-type Si substrate (10$^{-1}$ Ω·cm) using atomic layer deposition (ALD) at 300 °C. A precursor was purged with Ar (200 sccm) and H$_{2}$ plasma (50 sccm) during the deposition, followed by a ∼100 nm Ti layer deposited by an e-beam evaporator. Our previous study shows that by inserting a 20 nm TaN interlayer between a Ti preorienting layer and the Si substrate, we were able to improve carrier injection and nanowire uniformity.\textsuperscript{45} Furthermore, this Ti/TaN metal-bilayer can also inhibit the Ti/Si interdiffusion, which can cause surface delamination during the nanowire nucleation at high growth temperatures. Such surface delamination leads to an extremely rough surface and causes a nonuniform growth of the nanowires (the height of nanowires varies in a range of ∼100 nm).\textsuperscript{45,46} By inserting the TaN interlayer, the surface roughness of Ti/TaN metal-bilayer-coated Si can be as low as 1.6 nm, and thus, the nanowires grown on top have high density and aligned well vertically with similar height, making the additional surface planarization process unnecessary.\textsuperscript{47} After metal coating, the Ti/TaN/Si substrate was then outgassed in the MBE load lock at 200 °C for 1 h (h) followed by outgassing in the buffer chamber at 600 °C for 2 h to remove moisture and molecular adsorption for subsequent growth. For the nanowire growth, first of all, Si-doped n-GaN seeds were initiated at a substrate temperature of 485 °C for 1 min to reduce Ga adatom desorption and increase the nucleation probability. The Ga beam equivalent pressure (BEP) was 6.0 × 10⁻⁸ Torr, the Si effusion cell was kept at 1180 °C, and the high-brightness nitrogen plasma was sustained using 350 W RF power and 1-sccm flow rate. In this condition, less than 3 nm of n-GaN was grown. The temperature was then raised to 630 °C to grow a bottom n-AlGaN layer. We estimated the nominal Al composition based on the ratio of the Al BEP to Ga BEP. The active region is composed of 10 stacked repetitions of alternating Al$_{x}$Ga$_{1-x}$N quantum well (QW) with Al and Ga BEPs of 2.0 × 10⁻⁸ and 5.5 × 10⁻⁸ Torr, respectively.
suggested an approximately 20–25% of the Al-content in the QW and the Al$_{Ga_{1−}N}$ quantum barriers (Al and Ga BEPs of $2 \times 10^{-8}$ and $3 \times 10^{-8}$ Torr, hence, $y > x$) with thicknesses of $\sim 3$ and $\sim 6$ nm, respectively, grown at 630 °C. After the growth of a p-AlGaN electron blocking layer (EBL) at 600 °C, p-AlGaN layers were then grown at 610 °C with Al and Ga BEPs of $2 \times 10^{-8}$ and $3 \times 10^{-8}$ Torr, respectively, while the Mg cell temperature was kept at 360 °C with the same nitrogen plasma condition. An additional highly doped p-GaN contact layer was grown by increasing the Mg cell temperature to 380 °C and reducing the growth temperature to 580 °C. All layers were grown under N-rich conditions. The Al$_{Ga_{1−}N}$ graded layers were grown by linearly changing the temperature of the Ga effusion cell on the basis of the beam-flux calibration. The Ga flux increased linearly from $2 \times 10^{-8}$ to $4.5 \times 10^{-8}$ Torr for the bottom grading layer and decreased from $4.5 \times 10^{-8}$ to $2 \times 10^{-8}$ Torr for the top grading layer. At the same time, the Al flux was maintained at $2 \times 10^{-8}$ Torr. For the comparison of GRINSCH and conventional diodes, the same procedure and growth conditions were applied including the same heater and cell temperatures at each stage of the growth.

The devices were fabricated using standard UV contact-lithography techniques. Immediately after the lithography, the sample was dipped in 20% HF to remove surface oxidation before Ni/Au (5 nm/300 nm) blanket-evaporation and annealed in 1 min at 600 °C using rapid thermal processing after evaporation. Further evaporation of Ni/Au (10 nm/200 nm) was carried out to define contact-fingers and probe-pads using photore sist and UV contact lithography. Finally, the Si back surface was etched away by 200 nm using inductively coupled plasma reactive-ion etching (ICP RIE) in preparation for depositing Ti/Au (10 nm/150 nm) n-contacts. Temperature-dependent photoluminescence (PL) measurements were performed, and the samples were excited with a third harmonic output of mode-locked Ti:sapphire oscillator operating at $\sim 780$ nm. The PL signal was collected by using a UV objective and then measured by an OceanOptics QEPro spectrometer. Electroluminescent (EL) signal was also measured, and the current was injected by using a Keithley source 2450C operating in continuous mode at different injection currents. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) were used to investigate the quality and structure of the nanowires. SEM images were taken using the Zeiss Supra 40. A Thermofisher USA (former FEI) Titan Themis Z microscope was utilized for STEM characterization. The microscope was operated at the accelerating voltage of 300 kV. Atomic-number sensitive ($Z$-contrast) STEM was realized by acquiring the data with high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) detector. The equilibrium energy band diagram and the carrier distribution profiles (both electrons and holes) across the entire structure were simulated and analyzed using the commercially available software package Crosslight APSYS program. The energy band diagram of the structure was obtained by self-consistently solving Poisson’s equation under thermal equilibrium condition, meanwhile taking into account of the existence of strong spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization charges in the AlGaN alloys. For valence band, the 6 $k$-p method was adopted, taking into account the nonparabolic nature of the energy bands. The optical mode profile and optical confinement were computed by numerical solution finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD) software package.

## RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

### Structural Design and Characterization

Here, we have demonstrated two different types of AlGaN nanowire diode structures: compositionally graded AlGaN layers embedded in nanowires (denoted as GRINSCH diode) and conventional p-i-n nanowires. The sequence of layers in both diodes is schematically illustrated in Figure 1a and b, respectively. The GRINSCH diode consists of a 250 nm n-Al$_0.3$Ga$_0.6$N layer, a 50 nm p++ GaN layer, and a 200 nm thick AlGaN electron blocking layer (EBL) at 600 °C. Immediately after the lithography, the sample was dipped in 20% HF to remove surface oxidation before Ni/Au (5 nm/300 nm) blanket-evaporation and annealed in 1 min at 600 °C using rapid thermal processing after evaporation. Further evaporation of Ni/Au (10 nm/200 nm) was carried out to define contact-fingers and probe-pads using photoreist and UV contact lithography. Finally, the Si back surface was etched away by 200 nm using inductively coupled plasma reactive-ion etching (ICP RIE) in preparation for depositing Ti/Au (10 nm/150 nm) n-contacts. Temperature-dependent photoluminescence (PL) measurements were performed, and the samples were excited with a third harmonic mode ($\sim 260$ nm) of mode-locked Ti:sapphire oscillator operating at $\sim 780$ nm. The PL signal was collected by using a UV objective and then measured by an OceanOptics QEPro spectrometer. Electroluminescent (EL) signal was also measured, and the current was injected by using a Keithley source 2450C operating in continuous mode at different injection currents. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) were used to investigate the quality and structure of the nanowires. SEM images were taken using the Zeiss Supra 40. A Thermofisher USA (former FEI) Titan Themis Z microscope was utilized for STEM characterization. The microscope was operated at the accelerating voltage of 300 kV. Atomic-number sensitive ($Z$-contrast) STEM was realized by acquiring the data with high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) detector. The equilibrium energy band diagram and the carrier distribution profiles (both electrons and holes) across the entire structure were simulated and analyzed using the commercially available software package Crosslight APSYS program. The energy band diagram of the structure was obtained by self-consistently solving Poisson’s equation under thermal equilibrium condition, meanwhile taking into account of the existence of strong spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization charges in the AlGaN alloys. For valence band, the 6 $k$-p method was adopted, taking into account the nonparabolic nature of the energy bands. The optical mode profile and optical confinement were computed by numerical solution finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD) software package.

![Figure 1. Schematic structures of the (a) GRINSCH diode and (b) conventional p-i-n diode. (c) Simulated energy band diagram of the GRINSCH diode structure with 10 MQWs under thermal equilibrium and electron and hole concentrations in compositionally graded AlGaN layers. (d) Schematic illustration of polarization-induced n-type (positive polarization charge at bottom grading AlGaN layer) and polarization-induced p-type (negative charge at top grading AlGaN layer) in the GRINSCH diode along the [0001] crystallographic direction (N-polarity). It also shows that a continuous change in the polarization vector in the growth direction creates polarization charge fields.](image-url)
nm Si-doped graded Al$_{0.4}$Ga$_{0.6}$N layer with decreasing the Al composition from 50% to 30% toward the growth direction, followed by 10 pairs Al$_{0.6}$Ga$_{0.4}$N/Al$_{0.4}$Ga$_{0.6}$N multiple quantum wells (MQWs). This is followed by a ∼8 nm high Al-content Mg-doped AlGaN electron blocking layer (EBL) and a 50 nm Mg-doped reversed graded Al$_{0.4}$Ga$_{0.6}$N layer with increasing Al content from 30% to 50%. Finally, a 40 nm Mg-doped Al$_{0.6}$Ga$_{0.4}$N layer and a very thin (∼3 nm) heavily doped p-GaN contact layer were grown. The design of the conventional p-i-n diode is similar to the GRINSCH diode, but the bottom- and top-graded AlGaN layers were replaced by an AlGaN layer with 40% of Al content.

The energy band diagram (under thermal equilibrium) and the profile of the polarization-induced electron and hole distribution in the GRINSCH diode are included in Figure 1c. Typically, the MBE-grown nitride nanowires possess N-polarity due to the N-rich condition. Thus, a compositional gradient of decreasing Al-content from 50% to 30% along the growth direction [0001] creates a positive polarization charge field as the magnitude of the polarization field varies slowly, resulting in a fixed 3D space bound charge $\rho_b = -\nabla \cdot \mathbf{P}$ (nonzero gradient of the polarization vector $\mathbf{P}$). These positive space charges attract free electrons from surrounding materials (e.g., surface states, defects, dopants), and consequently, a 3D electron gas reservoir is formed, realizing an n-type conductivity of the graded AlGaN layer (as shown in Figure 1d, right). Similarly, in the symmetric part (p-AlGaN layer) of the graded structure where the Al-content is increased linearly from 30% to 50% after the active region growth, a constant negative polarization charge across the graded region is formed. Then, an equivalent amount of free holes are induced, spreading over the graded AlGaN layer, by the polarization field to neutralize these negative charges, giving rise to a mobile 3D hole gas (Figure 1d, left) and, thus, p-type doping is realized. Such polarization-induced doping technique is feasible to directly control the density of free electron/hole charges by varying either the Al-content and the AlGaN thickness. Furthermore, a p–n junction can be realized by simply grading AlGaN layers without using conventional impurity doping. Moreover, the realization of polarization doping does not freeze out at low temperature due to field ionization, so the electron and hole concentration can be enhanced, independent of temperature. These advantages of polarization doping offer a unique solution to effectively increase both the carrier concentration and the mobility by reducing ionized impurity scattering. Most importantly, the inclusion of additional impurities (donors or acceptors) along with polarization doping could further enhance the electrical conductivity of n- and p-type AlGaN layers.

The calculated band diagram indicates the formation of a p–n junction due to polarization-induced p- and n-type doping of the AlGaN graded layers on either side of the active region. Shown in the same figure (Figure 1c) are also the concentration of holes and electrons induced by polarization doping. It should be stressed that such a high concentration of electrons and holes ($1 \sim 2 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$) in the p–n junction is obtained without the utilization of intentional impurities and dopants. This doping level in both sides of the junction assumes the existence of a sufficient amount of acceptor-like or donor-like impurities or defects (including surface charges) in either side of the junction, which can be ionized by polarization. In reality, such impurities or defects may occur naturally during the growth process or may be introduced intentionally by incorporating n-type dopants (Si) in the first AlGaN compositionally graded layer and p-type dopants (Be or Mg) in the second AlGaN compositionally graded layer. The effectiveness of this polarization doping (or polarization-enhanced doping) technique has been previously demonstrated in planar UVLEDs.
Illustrated in Figure 2a is the SEM image of the GRINSCH nanowires. The nanowires are vertically aligned on the Ti/TaN-coated Si substrate and exhibit relatively uniform height and size distribution (the lateral size is in the range of 120–150 nm and a height of ∼750 nm) which is further confirmed by the cross-sectional STEM image (Figure 2b). No interface delamination is observed between the Ti/TaN metal-bilayer and Si substrate, resulting in a relatively uniform nanowire distribution across the entire wafer. The filling factor is estimated to be 96%, representing extremely compact and high-density nanowires.45 It has to be stressed that a surface planarization step by filling the gaps between nanowires using a polymer (e.g., parylene or polyimide) before depositing metal pads is commonly implemented in fabricating nanowire-based devices.45,46 However, this planarization process may oxidize the top p-GaN layer during the etch-back procedure which may cause serious damage to the device during the operation. Figure 2c shows an enlarged image of the GRINSCH nanowire with the clear observation the formation Al-rich shell (pointed by the white arrows). Such a spontaneously formed large bandgap AlGaN shell on the sidewall of each nanowire suppress the nonradiative surface recombination and could act as a self-passivated layer to reduce surface states for the visible/UV LEDs and lasers.52,53 The Z-contrast profile shows the integrity of GRINSCH diode nanowire including both graded AlGaN layers, MQWs, and the other part of the structure. Due to the low Al-content difference (only 10%), the color contrast between the QW and barrier layer is hardly noticeable. The nanowires in the conventional p-i-n diode exhibit similar structural properties. Nanowires in both diodes were grown along the c-axis and possess N-polarity which is commonly observed in the MBE-grown nanowires, as confirmed in the atomic resolution image of the quantum well and barrier in Figure 2e.

Photoluminescence and Electroluminescence Characterization. Temperature-dependent PL measurements of the investigated GRINSCH and p-i-n diode were performed. Shown in Figure 3a, the nanowires heterostructure exhibits strong emission at ∼316 nm (Peak A) with fwhm values of 19.8 and 19.1 nm for the GRINSCH and p-i-n diode, respectively. A slight broadening of the PL spectrum of the GRINSCH diode could be attributed to the graded AlGaN layer where it may have compositional inhomogeneities along the grading direction. These values of the fwhm are similar to the reported AlGaN-based nanowire UV emitters,17,41,44,52 suggesting the good quality of the nanowires. Emission from the higher Al-content AlGaN nanowire segment (mainly from the top p-AlGaN layer) can also be observed (Peak B: ∼295 nm). The ratio of Peaks A and B is 1.24 and 0.58 for the GRINSCH- and p-i-n-diode, respectively. The high-luminescence intensity of the GRINSCH diode from the active region could be directly related to the significantly improved carrier flow into quantum wells assisted by the graded AlGaN layers.
and thus higher recombination in the active region. Furthermore, the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) is also estimated by dividing the integrated PL intensity at RT with that measured at 10 K, as shown in Figure 3b,c. The IQE of the GRINSCH diode is nearly 50% higher than the p-i-n diode over a large range of excitation power. Earlier studies in traditional compound semiconductors, such as GaAs and InP-based GRINSCH laser diodes show much lower optical and electrical pumping thresholds compared with abrupt heterojunctions.54,55 This is mainly attributed to the additional photogenerated carriers in the grading layer.56,57 These carriers flow into the active region, creating higher luminance performance similar to the observation of a higher intensity of Peak B in the AlGaN GRINSCH diode.

The light−current−voltage (L−I−V) characteristics of both GRINSCH and p-i-n diodes are measured under different injection current under continuous-wave (CW) biasing conditions. Figure 4a depicts the fabricated device. Because of the nearly coalesced (filling factor ~ 96%) top surface of the nanowires (as shown in the Figure 2a), we simply employed a standard photolithography procedure to define the current spreading layer for the hole injection.47 The Al/Au and Ni/Au metal stack was deposited directly to the n-Si substrate and p-GaN layer to form an ohmic contact, respectively. The device mesa size is 500 × 500 μm² for both diodes. From the I−V characteristics, it can be seen that both diodes show a usual rectifying behavior. Noted in Figure 4b, the turn-on voltage is around 6.5 V for the GRINSCH diode, whereas it is 8.9 V for the p-i-n diode. A similar leakage current is observed in both diodes, as shown in the inset of Figure 4b. Most importantly, the series resistance, which is extracted from the slope of the I−V characteristic in the linear region between 10 and 12.5 V for both diodes, is as low as 16.7 Ω in the GRINSCH diode, nearly four time smaller than the one in the p-i-n diode (~58.1 Ω). This significant reduction of the series resistance is attributed to the pronounced resistivity reduction of the body of the AlGaN nanowires owing to the effective polarization-induced n- and p-doping by incorporating the compositionally graded AlGaN layers adjacent to the active region. In the GRINSCH configuration, in addition to the thermally activated electrons and holes from the Si-donors and Mg-acceptors, polarization-induced doping also provides ionizing donor and acceptor dopants using the intrinsic built-in electronic polarization in the AlGaN crystals, as confirmed by its band diagram (Figure 1c).26 Because of the major improvement in the n- and p-type electrical conductivity, a lower turn-on voltage and smaller sheet resistance are expected, which is similar to the previous reports in the planar UVLED structures.25,26

Shown in Figure 4c is the EL spectra measured under various injection currents under CW biasing condition for GRINSCH diode. A relatively narrow emission peak centered at 318 nm was measured. The spectral line width (full width at half-maximum: fwhm) is ~20 nm at the 20 mA and reduced to ~17 nm when the current is increased up to 200 mA. This relatively small value of fwhm is close to the one reported in...
UVLEDs incorporating planar AlGaN MQWs in similar peak emission regime. A blue shift of $\sim$3 nm in the emission wavelength was measured with increasing injection current, indicating small quantum-confined Stark effect. No defect-related emission in the visible spectral range was observed. The output power of nanowire diodes was measured directly on the wafer without any packaging under CW biasing. Shown in Figure 4d, the output power continuously rises as the injection current increases for the GRINSCH diode. Noticeably, the GRINSCH diodes sustain the injection current as high as 320 mA compared to the conventional p-i-n diode (120 mA) for the device size $500 \times 500$ um$^2$. Such drastically improved electrical injection and output power of the GRINSCH diode is attributed to the significantly enhanced electron/hole transport and injection into the active region because of the polarization induced doping. The relative external quantum efficiency (EQE), is measured by taking the ratio of the number of emitted photons over the number of injected electrons. EQEs of both diodes versus injection current under CW operation are presented in Figure 4d. For the conventional p-i-n diode, the device operation saturated immediately at low current injection due to its low conductivity of the nanowires themselves, resulting in low output power and low EQE performance. Nevertheless, in GRINSCH diode, EQE increases almost linearly with the increase in injection current up to 120 mA. It then plateaus up to 320 mA. We did not observe any significant efficiency droop as observed in the conventional p-i-n diode. Normally, the severe efficiency droop has been commonly measured in planar AlGaN-based LED devices. The underlying mechanism for this droop may include Auger recombination and electron overflow at high injection current. Such droop was also observed in our previous study where the AlGaN nanowires were grown directly on Si substrates. It is reasonable to claim that NWs grown on Ti/TaN-coated Si substrate have better thermal conductivity, which helps to dissipate heat efficiently at high injection current compared to the ones grown on conventional Si or sapphire substrates. Therefore, the nanowires grown on metal substrates or on metal-coated substrates are desirable for high-current injection light-emitting devices. It is expected that with further optimization of the design and epitaxy process of AlGaN nanowires, both the turn-on voltage and resistance of nanowire diodes in the GRINSCH configuration can be further reduced.

**Step Toward UV Laser Diode Implementation.** Previously, such a GRINSCH diode configuration has been implemented in conventional III-V compounds-based (e.g., GaAs, InP) devices, particularly in laser diodes, by virtue of the simultaneous improvement of carrier injection and vertical optical mode confinement, as pioneered by the Kazarinov et al. and Tsang et al. GaAs and InP-based GRINSCH laser diodes, with either linear or parabolic shape of the graded-index profile, have achieved extremely low threshold currents and thus have been commercialized in semiconductor industry. Recently, a GRINSCH-based InGaAs laser diode was also demonstrated, showing very promising low threshold current density of 3.5 kA/cm$^2$, compared with the classical step-index structure. However, for the aforementioned devices, the advantage of polarization doping technique has not been taken into account because both n- and p-doing are easily achieved in the InGaAs layers. For the realization of electrically pumped AlGaN-based laser diode, we face a tremendous challenge to obtain a conductive p-type Al-rich AlGaN layer because of the high ionization energies of Mg-acceptors. Thus, any breakthrough in the development of electrically injected UV semiconductor laser diode will highly depend on the capability to efficiently p-dope high Al content AlGaN layers. Therefore, a semiconductor UV laser diode design, which can take advantage of the polarization-enhanced p-type doping via compositional gradient of Al-content in the AlGaN layers while achieving better carrier and optical mode confinement is a structure having the GRINSCH configuration.

Figure 5a,b show the calculated hole and electron concentrations under a current injection of 200 mA for both diode, respectively. Significant increases in the hole and electron concentrations by 81.1% and 29.5%, respectively, can be expected in the GRINSCH diode compared with the
traditional p-i-n one. Such improvement is attributed to better carrier confinement and possibly high current injection efficiency with the aid of the polarization-induced doping due to compositionally graded AlGaN layers on either side of the active region. Furthermore, the near-field optical model profile and the vertical profile of the index refraction in the GRINSCH diode are depicted in Figure 5c, computed by the FDTD numerical simulation. Reflective indexes were extracted from Brunner et al.\textsuperscript{63} for the AlGaN and graded AlGa\textsubscript{1-x}N layers at the targeted emission wavelength of 315 nm. The optical mode is well confined by the graded AlGaN layers, with an optical confinement factor, $\Gamma$, in the active region of the device of 17.9%. Such a large optical confinement value could provide the confidence of the suitable laser structure by adopting GRINSCH configuration, as most of the reported AlGaN MQW-based lasers has only 1–3% optical confinement.\textsuperscript{8,9} Admittedly, further optimization of the active region, such as the number of QWs as well as the thickness of each QW and QB layer, is also critical to achieve single mode lasing with the reduced internal material loss.\textsuperscript{62}

The above results show a feasible approach to realize UV laser diode using the AlGaN-based GRINSCH configuration, especially the demonstration of efficient high current injection and reduced series resistance, we still face challenges in fabricating such nanowire-based laser diodes. On the basis of the extreme surface sensitivity due to large surface to volume of nanowires and the fact that difficulty in fabricating high reflectivity mirrors for lasing, extensive efforts are required to overcome these obstacles. Recently, InGaN nanowire structures, including green and red edge emitting lasers have been reported,\textsuperscript{5,6} thus, the present effort paves the way toward the realization of UV laser diode based on dislocation-free nanowires.

### CONCLUSION

In this context, a novel AlGaN-nanowires-based diode by adopting GRINSCH configuration in which we embedded the active region between two compositionally graded AlGaN layers was proposed and characterized. We demonstrated that the AlGaN-based GRINSCH diode, with the nearly coalesced surface (filling factor $>96\%$), possesses encouraging electrical and optical performance compared to the conventional p-i-n diode. A lower turn-on voltage of 6.5 V and significant reduction of the series resistance by almost four times in the AlGaN multiple quantum wells.\textsuperscript{10,11}

The above results show a feasible approach to realize UV laser diode using the AlGaN-based GRINSCH configuration, especially the demonstration of efficient high current injection and reduced series resistance, we still face challenges in fabricating such nanowire-based laser diodes. On the basis of the extreme surface sensitivity due to large surface to volume of nanowires and the fact that difficulty in fabricating high reflectivity mirrors for lasing, extensive efforts are required to overcome these obstacles. Recently, InGaN nanowire structures, including green and red edge emitting lasers have been reported,\textsuperscript{5,6} thus, the present effort paves the way toward the realization of UV laser diode based on dislocation-free nanowires.
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